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**Background & policy context:**

The increase of air traffic is not accompanied by a similar percentage of increase in airborne accidents; however, the absolute number of fatalities due to accidents has increased. Moreover, despite the strict safety measures, terrorist acts cause the probability of internal or external incident of fire or blast to increase. More than ever, passenger airborne safety and consumer faith require hardening strategies, which should be incorporated in aircraft design.

Composite and hybrid metal/composite aero structures are nowadays considered as the only way to obtain a safe, light, environmentally friendly and cost-effective aircraft. This fact is reflected in the constantly increasing usage of such materials in the new generation of civil aircrafts. The improvement of current aircraft against blast and/or fire incidents remains an open issue; therefore the vulnerability of composite and hybrid structures under such loading is requiring more intense research than ever.

**Objectives:**

The objectives regarding blast are:

- development of algorithms, material models and failure criteria for high strain rate loading of composites and hybrid materials, and calibration of the numerical tools against experimental results;
- development of numerical tools for blast vulnerability analysis of composite and hybrid aeronautical structures;
- blast vulnerability map of composite and hybrid-scaled fuselage substructures for different charge locations and different explosive quantity;
- implicit and explicit blast hardening strategies of composite and hybrid aerostructures by design and by materials (including novel design approaches tailored to the new generation materials).

The objectives regarding fire are:

- development of algorithms, material models and failure criteria for fire behaviour: criteria for fire spread and fire burn-through;
- fire vulnerability map of in-flight fire spread and burn through conditions in composite and hybrid-scaled fuselage substructures for different types of flame intensity and location;
- implicit and explicit fire hardening measures for composite and hybrid aerostructures by design and by novel materials to reduce fire spread.

**Methodology:**
Numerical tools will be developed and validated against experimental findings in order to develop a vulnerability map of typical sub-structures. Vulnerable locations will be identified and reinforced in two ways:

- by introducing novel design approaches, and
- by using tailored novel composite and hybrid materials.

Implicit and explicit measures will be considered based on reinforcing design strategies and novel materials.

Finally, hardened sub-aero structures will be designed, manufactured and validated aiming at a tenfold increase in blast and fire resistance compared to those currently used with the minimum weight penalty.
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Key Results:

One of the major innovations of VULCAN is the development of novel hardening methodologies for aircraft structures against blast and fire incidents. These methodologies will be based upon the adoption of novel materials (and material technologies) and the application of new design approaches which are expected to significantly enhance aircraft safety and security. Going one stage further, the experience gained through the envisaged test campaign will be consolidated in proposing new standards for the study of blast and fire incidents and thus provide the roadmap for an integrated approach to the issue of civil aircraft survivability.

This project is directly addressing the subject of passenger survivability: VULCAN will identify research, and specify and introduce strategic approaches which will bring major benefits to the safety of the passengers, thus minimising the number of fatal losses, even in the case of onboard terrorist actions. The outcome of VULCAN will provide methodologies readily applicable to aircraft design and the anticipated benefits will reflect the realisation of safer airborne structures within the next five to seven years.

In this way VULCAN is expected to contribute to the sustainable development of a sector that has suffered serious blows in the last few years and thus enables the European air transport sector to reinforce its current global position and continue to increase, offering employment and better customer service.
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